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INTRODUCTION

Running a multi-disciplinary journal naturally brings the editors
into contact with all kinds of resource writers. This winter issue features
three, Salman Salman, John McArthur, and Dan Tarlock, as wonderful as
they are different.
The World Bank's Salman has contributed in the past to the Natural
Resources Journal and its focus on trans-boundary resource management.
The article in this issue continues in that tradition. Salman knows the Journal
drill and working with him was as easy, graceful, and painless as life
between editors and authors can be.
John McArthur, the author of this issue's oil and gas article, has not
previously written for the Journal.When his article came across the Journal's
threshold as a hundred-page, three-hundred-footnote piece, the editors
immediately recognized it for the exhaustive, important article that it is.
Over the months before publication we tried to shorten it and couldn't; the
article as written was that coherent. We tried to eliminate some of the
footnotes; author McArthur cheerfully explained why each was needed and
then gracefully helped us with the difficult footnote formatting problems
that some of them raised. McArthur is a busy practicing California attorney
but no editorial detail escaped his painstaking attention. The editors
explained to author McArthur that the Natural Resources Journal doesn't
usually preface articles with a table of contents and McArthur, as you will
see, finally prevailed on us to vary that practice. This long, well-sourced,
beautifully written Journal piece has a table of contents to guide you
through it. Working with John McArthur has changed him and us a little
bit. We hope we are all a little better for it.
Chicago-Kent law professor Dan Tarlock, the author of this month's
introductory essay, works in different ways. Among many other talents,
Tarlock has a great gift for naming things. Years ago he latched onto the
phrase "regulatory water rights" to describe then nascent federal claims to
state-based water systems, and the phrase stuck as a defining term in the
literature of western water. Now, in this issue of the Journal,Tarlock takes
on the future of prior appropriation itself with the same articulate
prescience. As 2001's Al Utton series lecturer in Santa Fe in December,
Tarlock presented an early version of this insightful essay. It's full of the
same arresting phraseology that's always characterized his writing about
western water. Some of the phrases will surely stick. Like Tarlock himself,
this essay can barely contain itself.
The other essays in this volume carry on in the same diverse,
excellent tradition. The book review section is growing, as we hoped that
it would. Starting in the next volume we will inaugurate an opening, longer
literature review, focusing on scholarly developments across the many
natural resource areas that the Journaltouches. We will all change again.

